Setting up CIFS shares and joining the Active Directory

This IBM® Redpaper discusses setting up CIFS shares and joining the Microsoft® Active Directory®.

Why join an N series storage system to Active Directory?

For resources on a network to be locatable, a mechanism must exist for finding the resources easily. In this case, the directory service Active Directory keeps track of all known resources and responds to requests with a list of available devices and services. Before you can be trusted to query for resources, you must be granted membership in the Active Directory domain.

Active directory works on a container basis. A container can be a domain, organization unit (OU), or computer.

Key benefits for joining an IBM System Storage™ N series system to Active Directory include:

- Controlled security and management through group management; that is, group policy objects (GPOs) and access control lists (ACLs) placed on objects and organization units (OUs)
- Single-sign-on and pass-through authentication for users
- Interoperability by extending control beyond the native Windows® environment through the Microsoft management interface by providing a read-only computer management view of:
  - Shared folders, shares, sessions, and open files
  - Local users and groups to the N series storage system

Data ONTAP

Data ONTAP® is a proprietary operating system developed by Network Appliance™; it is not based on the Windows operating system. Consequently, the current Data ONTAP operating
system requires additional rights assigned to the user or to the precreated device object when an administrator or administrator equivalent account is not used. When the computer object has successfully joined the Active Directory domain, the user account credentials will no longer be used and are not stored in any way in the OS. They are used only to allow the N series storage system to become an active member of Active Directory and to write standard properties to the object during the join process (the properties that are written are listed in the next section).

Machines need accounts, too

Every computer running a Windows workstation (Windows NT® 4.0 or higher), Windows Server® operating system, or N series storage system has a computer account. Just as users must have a valid account before being allowed to access a networked resource, it is also requisite that workstations, servers, and other devices that participate in an Active Directory domain have an account, which provides a means for authenticating and auditing computer access to the network and access control, security, and management to domain resources.

Prerequisites

1. Determine the host name of the N series storage system. On the command line, issue the `hostname` command.

```
Data ONTAP (itsotuc2)
login: root
Password:
itsotuc2> Sat Jan  3 14:34:40 MST [telnet_0:info]: root logged in from host: 192.168.3.242
itsotuc2*> hostname
itsotuc2
```

*Figure 1  Issue the hostname command*

To determine the IP address of the N series storage system, use the `ifconfig -a` command.
2. Make sure that the N series storage system is licensed for CIFS. To open the FilerView®, open a browser and type:

http://nserieshostname/na_admin

Figure 2  Manage Licenses window
Selecting a user account

In the Active Directory Users and Computers window, select a user account that will be used with precreation of the N series storage system computer object (Figure 3). If you do not already have an appropriate user account, have your Windows administrator create one.

Figure 3   User to be used with creation of N series storage system computer object
Ensuring that the N series storage system acquires minimum operation rights

1. Select **View** from the menu bar, and be sure **Advanced Features** is selected (Figure 4).

*Figure 4  Ensure that Advanced Features is selected*
2. Right-click the storage system name and choose **Properties**. Click the **Security** tab (Figure 5).

![Security tab in Properties dialog](image)
3. In the permissions area, scroll down to be sure that **Change Password** and **Reset Password** are checked (Figure 6).

![Password permissions](Figure 6 Password permissions)
4. Scroll the permissions area again and make sure that **Write Public Information** permission is checked (Figure 7).

![Figure 7 Write Public Information permission](image)
**Precreating a computer object**

Many Active Directory administrators employ a set of best practices that place strict controls over who can create computer objects. Performing the join as outlined in this section minimizes security risks by eliminating the need for Active Directory administrator rights at the device during the setup process.

You will precreate the computer object using an account with the required privileges, and later use an account with fewer privileges to log on to the computer and issue the appropriate command to complete the join process. Precreating a computer object is the recommended method for joining an N series storage system to Active Directory.

**Creating the computer object**

For the N series storage system to join the Active Directory, you must create a computer object that references it:

1. Open the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) for Active Directory. Under your domain, right-click **Computer** and select **New → Computer** (Figure 8).

![Figure 8 Creating a computer object in Active Directory](image)
2. As shown in Figure 9 through Figure 12 on page 11, add a new computer object referencing your N series storage system using the account from “Selecting a user account” on page 4.

Enter a name for the new computer. Click **Change** next to the User or group title. (Figure 9).

```
New Object - Computer
```

![Figure 9: Naming the new computer](image)

3. Select the user to manage the N series storage system computer object, (Figure 10) and click **OK**.

```
select User or Group
```

![Figure 10: Selecting user for N series storage system computer object](image)
4. Figure 11 shows the result of the user change. Click Next.

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11**  Results of specifying user

5. To create an account for a managed computer, check the box next to **This is a managed computer**, and enter the complete GUID (Figure 12). Click Next.

![Figure 12](image)

**Figure 12**  Creating a computer object
6. Confirm your entry and click **Finish** to create the object (Figure 13).

![Figure 13](image13.png)

**Figure 13** Last step in computer object creation

7. The newly created computer object for the N series storage system should appear in the computer object container of your Active Directory (Figure 14).

![Figure 14](image14.png)

**Figure 14** Verification of computer object creation
When the Active Directory join process is complete, a number of properties are written to the computer account, including:

- DNS host name
- Several service principal names
- Object classes
- Operating system name and version
- A randomly generated password for this account, set via KPASSWD

**Note:** This is the only instance in which the N series storage system join process differs from the Microsoft join process. Microsoft uses proprietary RPC calls to change the password, but the N series storage system uses the published KPASSWD APIs to accomplish this task.

### Running CIFS setup with the N series storage system

1. In our example, we used the CIFS setup wizard from the command line. Type `cifs setup` to begin (Figure 15).

```shell
itsotuc2> cifs setup
This process will enable CIFS access to the filer from a Windows(R) system.
Use "?" for help at any prompt and Ctrl-C to exit without committing changes.
```

*Figure 15  CIFS setup*

2. When asked to confirm changing the account information, type `y` (yes) to continue (Figure 16).

```text
This filer is currently a member of the Windows-style workgroup 'WORKGROUP'.
Do you want to continue and change the current filer account information? [n]: y
```

*Figure 16  Filer account*

3. Type `n` to take the default no in answer to WINS visibility (Figure 17).

```text
Your filer does not have WINS configured and is visible only to clients on the same subnet.
Do you want to make the system visible via WINS? [n]: n
```

*Figure 17  WINs setup*

4. Take the default `n` to the NTFS-only question, because you want multiprotocol access (Figure 18).

```text
This filer is currently configured as a multiprotocol filer.
Would you like to reconfigure this filer to be an NTFS-only filer? [n]: n
```

*Figure 18  Protocol setup*
5. Keep the name assigned to the N series storage system during initial setup, by taking the default \( n \) (Figure 19).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{The default name for this CIFS server is 'ITSOTUC2'.} \\
\text{Would you like to change this name? [n]: n}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 19 Name designation

6. In our example we joined the Active Directory so we selected 1 (Figure 20).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Data ONTAP CIFS services support four styles of user authentication.} \\
\text{Choose the one from the list below that best suits your situation.}
\end{align*}
\]

\begin{enumerate}
\item Active Directory domain authentication (Active Directory domains only)
\item Windows NT 4 domain authentication (Windows NT or Active Directory domains)
\item Windows Workgroup authentication using the filer's local user accounts
\item /etc/passwd and/or NIS/LDAP authentication
\end{enumerate}

Selection (1-4)? [1]: 1

Figure 20 Active Directory selection

7. Specify the Active Directory Domain name itso.tucson (Figure 21).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{What is the name of the Active Directory domain? []:itso.tucson}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 21 Active Directory domain

8. Specify the user account that was designated in “Selecting a user account” on page 4 (Figure 22).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{In order to create an Active Directory machine account for the filer, you must supply the name and password of a Windows account with sufficient privileges to add computers to the ITSO.TUCSON domain.} \\
\text{Enter the name of the Windows user []: Nseries}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 22 Enter the previously selected user

9. Enter the password for the designated user (Figure 23).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Password for Nseries:}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 23 Password entry
10. The setup process recognizes that we preconfigured the computer object and asks whether to reuse this object. Answer yes (Figure 24).

```
CIFS - Logged in as Nseries@ITSO.TUCSON.
An account that matches the name 'ITSOTUC2' already exists in Active Directory: 'cn=itsotuc2, cn=computers, dc=itso, dc=tucson'. This is normal if you are re-running CIFS Setup. You may continue by using this account or changing the name of this CIFS server.
```

Do you want to re-use this machine account? [y]: y

**Figure 24  Account reuse option**

11. The SMB protocol starts, and asks whether to specify other users to administer the N series storage system. In our example we took the default no. After this response, a confirmation of joining the Active directory appears (Figure 25).

```
CIFS - Starting SMB protocol...
Currently the user "ITSOTUC2\administrator" and members of the group "ITSO\Domain Admins" have permission to administer CIFS on this filer. You may specify an additional user or group to be added to the filer's "BUILTIN\Administrators" group, thus giving them administrative privileges as well.
Would you like to specify a user or group that can administer CIFS? [n]: n

Welcome to the ITSO.TUCSON (ITSO) Active Directory(R) domain.
CIFS local server is running.
itsotuc2>
```

**Figure 25  CIFS setup completion**
12. To verify and get more information about the domain you just joined, use the `cifs domaininfo` command (Figure 26).

```
IBM Storage System N3700
itsotuc1*> cifs domaininfo
NetBIos Domain:          ITSO
Windows 2000 Domain Name: itso.tucson
Type:                    Windows 2000
Filer AD Site:           none

Current Connected DCs:   \\CHRISANTHY
Total DC addresses found: 4
Preferred Addresses:     None
Favored Addresses:       None
Other Addresses:         192.168.3.242  CHRISANTHY  PDC
                         192.168.88.1     PDC
                         9.11.218.250     PDC
                         192.168.110.1    PDC

Not currently connected to any AD LDAP server
Preferred Addresses:     None
Favored Addresses:       None
Other Addresses:         None

itsotuc1*>
```

Figure 26   Output from cifs domaininfo command

**Should Active Directory be in mixed or native mode?**

**Note:** The terms *mixed mode* and *native mode* refer to functional levels in a Windows 2000 Server. In Windows 2003 Server, the terms mixed and native have been superseded by *Raise Function Level*.

**Domain function levels (mixed and native)**

There are now four domain levels in which a Windows 2003 Server can operate:

- **Windows 2003 Server.** All Windows 2003 Servers, no other domain controllers. However, even at this level, the whole range of clients (including N series storage systems) and member servers can still join the domain.

- **Windows 2003 Server interim.** Windows NT 4.0 servers and Windows 2003 Servers (but not Windows Server 2000). This level arises when you upgrade a Windows NT 4.0 PDC to a Windows 2003 Server. Interim mode is important when you have Windows NT 4.0 groups with more than 5000 members. Windows Server 2000 does not allow you to create groups with more than 5000 members.

N series storage systems

An N series storage system may be joined to Active Directory whether in mixed, native, interim, or pure Windows 2003 Server mode.

Troubleshooting the domain-joining process

It is not uncommon to encounter errors when during the domain-joining process. This section lists some of the most common challenges when joining the domain.

DNS

To determine whether the IBM N series is joining a Windows NT 4.0 domain or Active Directory, and to locate domain controllers, a key distribution center (KDC used for Kerberos), and other necessary services, CIFS relies on DNS. If DNS is not enabled or is configured incorrectly, the domain-joining phase either will fail or, if a Microsoft Windows Internet-naming server (WINS) is running, assume that the domain being joined is a Windows NT 4.0 domain.

Time synchronization

If time synchronization is not enabled, and the N series storage system’s time drifts by more than five minutes from the domain’s time, client authentication attempts to the N series storage system will fail until corrected.

Active Directory replication

Based on the size of the Active Directory domain, to propagate a change for a small organization with one site, the replication will usually take less than 15 minutes. For a global company with many sites, the replication might take up to several hours to complete.

Device discovery

The N series storage system performs an intelligent discovery process to locate the most appropriate domain controller (DC) in the network with which to communicate. For its first connection, Data ONTAP attempts to use servers that appear in the CIFS prefdc list (in list order), if configured. (See Figure 27 and Figure 28 on page 18.) If none of these preferred servers is available, or if none is configured, all server addresses are discovered at once, then categorized, prioritized, and cached.

```
itsotuc2> cifs prefdc print
No preferred Domain Controllers configured.
DCs will be automatically discovered.
```

Figure 27 prefdc list with nothing configured
Preferred addresses are ordered as specified using the `cifs prefdc` command. “Favored” and “other” categories are sorted according to the fastest response. Data ONTAP simultaneously pings all addresses listed in both categories and waits one second for responses.

The `cifs prefdc` command allows control over the order in which Data ONTAP attempts to contact a server. The list is consulted for all Windows service connections, not just domain controllers.

When configuring CIFS on an N series device in a Windows 2000 or 2003 domain, an LDAP query to Active Directory checks to ensure that a computer object with the same name does not already exist. If the name does exist, the setup process makes sure it is not a domain controller. These are precautionary measures that are used to guarantee that no computer object names are duplicated in error.

### Conclusion

To locate resources on a network, a mechanism must exist for finding the resources easily. A directory service in this case, Active Directory keeps track of all known resources and responds to requests with a list of currently available devices and services. But before you can be trusted to query for resources, you must be granted membership in the domain. Joining a domain accomplishes two tasks. First, for an N series storage system, it grants the required rights to query Active Directory if it needs to find other resources. Second, it provides a single management interface through MMC for administration of security and users’ access levels to the N series storage system.
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